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TiO2-Modulated tetra(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin/
perylene diimide organic Z-scheme nano-hetero-
junctions for efficient visible-light catalytic CO2

reduction†

Yilin Wang,a Zhenlong Zhao,a Rui Sun,b Ji Bian, *a Ziqing Zhang*a and
Liqiang Jing *a,b

Developing efficient Z-scheme heterojunctions with wide visible-light responsive perylene diimide (PDI)

is highly desired for CO2 conversion, while the effective charge transfer and separation are crucial. Herein,

TiO2-modulated tetra(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin/perylene diimide (T-TP/PDI) organic nano-heterojunc-

tions have been fabricated for CO2 reduction, in which TP and PDI are first assembled via π–π interactions

between their similar 2D conjugate structures, and then the TiO2 nanoparticles (ca. 10 nm) are anchored

as an energy platform through the carboxyl groups on TP. The optimal one exhibits a ∼10-fold enhance-

ment in photocatalytic activity compared with the pristine PDI. Based on the time-resolved surface

photovoltage responses, electron paramagnetic resonance signals, in situ diffuse reflectance infrared

Fourier transform spectra and the amount evaluation of H2O2 as the water-oxidation intermediate, it is

suggested that the exceptional photoactivity be ascribed to the accelerated charge transfer and separ-

ation resulting from the constructed Z-scheme nano-heterojunctions with intimate interfacial interactions

and the introduced energy platform TiO2 oriented towards largely inhibiting the type-II charge transfer

pathway. This work diversifies the strategies for constructing efficient organic Z-scheme heterojunctions,

and provides insight into interface correlation among components.

Introduction

The consumption of fossil fuels and excessive CO2 emissions
have led to serious energy and environmental crises.1–3

Photocatalytic CO2 reduction is one of the most promising
approaches to mitigate these crises by utilizing renewable
solar energy to convert CO2 into high value-added carbon-
aceous fuels.4,5 Enormous efforts have been dedicated to
develop efficient semiconductor photocatalysts for CO2

reduction.6 Typical inorganic semiconductor photocatalysts
(e.g., TiO2,

7 Bi2MoO6,
8 BiOX,9 etc.) have been widely investi-

gated and proven to be efficient for CO2 reduction; however,
there still remain several intrinsic drawbacks limiting their

photocatalytic activities, including limited visible-light harvest-
ing, difficulties in tuning the structures and high costs of raw
materials. In contrast, organic materials have enormous
advantages in tunable optical and electronic properties, struc-
tural diversity and Earth-abundance.

Perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide (PDI), an emerging
class of n-type organic semiconductors, has been intensively
explored in applications of photocatalysis, fluorescent sensors,
light emitting diodes, etc. by virtue of its unique optical and
electronic properties, electron affinity and charge carrier
mobility.10–15 Unfortunately, the intrinsic insolubility of com-
mercially available PDI makes it difficult to tailor surface pro-
perties through the self-assembly process, seriously limiting
its photocatalytic activity.16 Zhu et al. report a self-assembly
method of rapid solution dispersion to obtain a non-covalent
PDI supramolecular system, which exhibited remarkable
visible-light catalytic properties for degradation of phenol and
splitting water for O2 evolution.

17 This method provides a feas-
ible route for fabricating a self-assembled PDI supramolecular
system with a two-dimensional (2D) structure.

Although the wide visible-light responsive PDI supramole-
cular system exhibits excellent photocatalytic oxygen evolution,
it is still unsatisfactory to be a candidate for photocatalytic
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CO2 reduction due to its positive conduction band (CB) and
sluggish charge separation.10 As inspired by natural photosyn-
thesis, a Z-scheme heterojunction hosting a reduction photo-
catalyst (RP) and an oxidation photocatalyst (OP) is capable of
not only enhancing the charge separation, but also maintain-
ing the superior redox capacity of the RP and OP.18,19 Typically,
inorganic photocatalysts with positive valence bands (VBs),
such as BiVO4,

20 WO3,
21 Fe2O3,

22 etc., are investigated as OPs,
which could offer sufficient thermodynamic driving force for
oxidation half-reaction. Considering the superior oxidation
capacity and wide visible-light responsive nature of PDI,23 it
should be greatly advantageous to construct a Z-scheme het-
erojunction with a PDI supramolecular system by substituting
inorganic metal oxides as OPs. Thus, it is significant to choose
a properly matched RP to couple with PDI. Typical g-C3N4,

24,25

sulfides26,27 etc. with negatively positioned CBs are benign can-
didates that could be used as RPs, whereas their limited
visible-light absorption and inferior photostability still severely
hamper their applications to some extent. In contrast, por-
phyrin molecules containing the porphyrin ring and diverse
substituents (carboxyl, hydroxyl or sulfonic acid groups)
capture our interest due to their wide absorption spectrum
even to the entire natural spectrum.28 Fortunately, the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy levels of porphyrin
molecules are close to the CB of PDI, and their similar conju-
gated macrocycle structures are favorable to build a dimen-
sion-matched interface through π–π interactions, inspiring us
to select porphyrins as RPs to construct a full-spectrum
responsive Z-scheme heterojunction with PDI.29

Indeed, the core of an efficient Z-scheme heterojunction is
the rapid photogenerated charge transfer and separation for the
long-lived charge carriers, especially for the organic Z-scheme
heterojunction system.30 In our previous work, incorporation of
a wide bandgap semiconductor on a RP as the energy platform
has been demonstrated as a universal strategy for constructing a
cascade Z-scheme system by extracting the energetic electrons
accumulated on the CB of RP, so as to direct Z-scheme charge
transfer and separation and block the unexpected type-II charge
transfer pathway effectively.31 Accordingly, it is predictable that
introducing an energy platform like TiO2 on RP porphyrin mole-
cules is bound to strengthen the Z-scheme charge transfer and
hence prolong the lifetimes of separated photoelectrons. In
general, the robust interface connection between porphyrin and
TiO2 is quite crucial. As the surfaces of nanosized TiO2 generally
have abundant hydroxyl groups,32 it provides a feasible path to
form efficient connection with porphyrin molecules through its
substituents. Tetra(4-carboxylphenyl)porphyrin (TCPP), one of
the porphyrin molecules containing carboxylic groups, pos-
sesses excellent photostability and could be combined strongly
onto metal oxides.33,34 Thus, it is expected to simultaneously
achieve closely connected 2D/2D interfaces with PDI by π–π
interactions from its porphyrin ring and effective introduction
of an energy platform with its carboxylic groups. Obviously,
TiO2 modified TCPP/PDI Z-scheme nano-heterojunction
systems are extremely desired for exceptional solar-driven CO2

conversion, which has been rarely reported up to now.

Herein, elaborated TiO2-modulated TCPP/PDI organic
Z-scheme nano-heterojunctions (T-TP/PDI) have been fabri-
cated for CO2 reduction, where TP and PDI are first assembled
via π–π interactions, and then TiO2 nanoparticles (ca. 10 nm)
are anchored through the carboxyl groups on TP. The optimal
5T-10TP/PDI exhibits an ∼10-fold enhancement in photo-
catalytic activity compared with the pristine PDI, which is
mainly ascribed to the intimate interfacial interactions and the
promoted Z-scheme charge transfer. The cascade Z-scheme
charge transfer mechanism with an introduced energy plat-
form is well confirmed, and the effect of carboxyl groups in TP
is revealed in detail.

Experimental
Synthesis of ultrathin PDI nanosheets

In a typical experiment, 100 mg of commercial perylene-
3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide was dissolved in 10 mL of con-
centrated sulfuric acid (H2SO4) to form a purplish red solution.
After ultrasonic treatment for 2 h, 100 mL of H2O was added
into the above solution in an ice bath and kept for 30 min to
obtain a suspension with dark purple solids. Afterwards, the
dark purple solids were obtained by centrifugation, then
washed to neutrality with H2O and dried at 60 °C in an oven.
The obtained self-assembled ultrathin PDI nanosheets were
denoted as PDI.

Synthesis of TCPP coupled PDI heterojunctions (TP/PDI)

A series of TP/PDI heterojunctions were obtained by a wet
chemical approach. First, 0.1 g of PDI and a certain amount of
commercial TCPP were dispersed in 50 mL of ethanol solution.
The above suspension was stirred and sonicated for 30 min in
turn, and the procedure was repeated three times. Then the
mixture was dried at 80 °C in a water bath to completely evap-
orate ethanol. Finally, the catalyst was dried under vacuum at
80 °C overnight. The samples were denoted as xTP/PDI (x = 5,
10 and 15, representing the mass ratio percentage of TP to
PDI).

Synthesis of TiO2 coupled TP/PDI heterojunctions (T-TP/PDI)

First, a 10TP/PDI heterojunction was synthesized in accord-
ance with the above method, and then TiO2 was incorporated
on it as follows. The desired amounts of TiO2 and 10TP/PDI
were dispersed in 100 mL of ethanol, followed by ultra-
sonication for 30 min. Then the mixture was refluxed at 80 °C
for 3 h. Finally, the obtained sample was washed with de-
ionized water 4 times, and dried under vacuum at 80 °C over-
night. The samples were denoted as yT-10TP/PDI (y = 3, 5, and
7, determined by the mass ratio percentage of TiO2 to PDI).

Photocatalytic activities for CO2 conversion

The photocatalytic reaction was conducted in a gas–solid reac-
tion system. In detail, the photocatalyst (20 mg) was dispersed
at the bottom of a quartz cell reactor (100 mL) equipped with a
300 W xenon lamp with a cut-off filter (λ > 420 nm) as the light
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source. High purity CO2 gas (99.9%) was passed through water
and then allowed to enter into the reaction setup for reaching
ambient pressure. The photocatalyst was allowed to equilibrate
in the CO2/H2O system for 20 min and then irradiated with
visible light. The gaseous products were analyzed online using
a gas chromatograph equipped with both TCD and FID detec-
tors (GC-7920, Au Light, Beijing).

Results and discussion
Effects of coupling TP on PDI

The synthesis route of a T-TP/PDI heterojunction is presented
in Scheme 1. The PDI nanosheets were first synthesized by a
self-assembly procedure in H2SO4 solution,17 and TCPP was
introduced to couple with PDI by π–π interactions. Finally, the
small TiO2 nanoparticles obtained by a solvothermal method
with Ti(Obu)4 as a raw material were further loaded on the as-
fabricated TP/TPI by a controllable assembly process, and
denoted as T-TP/PDI. DRS spectra reveal the wide light-absorp-
tion nature of PDI, and the optical absorption of PDI did not
change significantly after introducing TCPP (Fig. S1a†). The
structural features and crystalline phases of PDI and xTP/PDI
(x = 5, 10, and 15) heterojunctions were studied using XRD pat-
terns, as shown in Fig. S1b.† It can be seen that the XRD peaks
corresponding to the typical π–π stacking distance between the
PDI perylene skeletons with a d-spacing of 3.2–3.7 Å can been
clearly obtained on PDI.35 The introduction of TCPP barely
influenced the crystal structure of PDI, and the characteristic
diffraction peaks detected on TP/PDI heterojunctions are
assigned to PDI, mainly due to the tiny loadings of TP. In par-
ticular, the peak with a d-spacing of 3.57 Å ranging from 24 to
26°, which corresponds to the π–π stacking interaction
between PDI molecules adopting twisted arrangements, is
enlarged in Fig. 1a. One can see that the characteristic diffrac-
tion peak of PDI has an obvious shift after coupling with TP,
indicating strengthened π-stacking interactions inside the
heterojunction.36

Raman spectra were recorded to study the interactions
between TP and PDI (Fig. 1b and Fig. S2†). The G bands of PDI
exhibit a positive shift (from 1302 cm−1 to 1306 cm−1 and
1375 cm−1 to 1379 cm−1) after loading with TP, verifying the
π–π interaction between PDI and TP.37 Furthermore, FT-IR
spectra were recorded to identify the chemical structure and

functional groups of the as-fabricated photocatalysts. As
shown in Fig. S3a,† PDI and TP coupled ones show similar
FT-IR spectra. Strong absorption bands in the range of
1590–1700 cm−1 are associated with the asymmetric/symmetric
stretching vibration of the perylene nucleus, whilst the peaks
at 744 cm−1 and 1349 cm−1 correspond to the –NvCvO flex-
ural vibration/stretch and C–N stretch, respectively.17 It is
difficult to distinguish the typical peaks belonging to TP at TP/
PDI heterojunctions, which is mainly due to the similar
π-electron conjugated organic supramolecular structures of
PDI and TP.38 From the enlarged views of FT-IR spectra as
shown in Fig. S3b and S3c,† it can be figured out that the
stretching vibration peaks of CvO (1686 cm−1) and C–N
(3153 cm−1) detected on PDI remain consistent with those of
TP coupled ones, eliminating the H-bond linked interfacial
connections. However, the CvC stretching vibration
(1587 cm−1) shifts to the direction of high wavenumber with
the introduction of TP (Fig. 1c), implying a π–π conjugation
dominated interfacial interaction between PDI and TP. This is
consistent with the results obtained from XRD and Raman
spectra. Moreover, the interfacial relationship between PDI
and TP was further revealed by XPS spectra. As shown in

Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of the fabrication of TiO2-TCPP/PDI
(T-TP/PDI) heterojunctions.

Fig. 1 (a) The partially enlarged view of XRD patterns at 24–26°, (b)
Raman spectra with an excitation wavelength of 532 nm, (c) FT-IR
spectra of PDI and xTP/PDI heterojunctions (x represents the mass per-
centage of TP to PDI), (d) XPS spectra of C 1s for PDI and 10TP/PDI, (e)
TEM image of 10TP/PDI with an HRTEM image as the inset, and (f ) AFM
image and the corresponding height profile of 10TP/PDI.
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Fig. 1d, the fitted peaks located at around 284.8 eV, 286.1 eV
and 288.6 eV are assigned to CvC, C–N and CvO, respect-
ively.39 As expected, the peak associated with CvC of 10TP/
PDI moves to lower binding energy, while the binding energies
of C–N, and CvO remain the same. The results of XPS spectra
further confirm the π–π interactions between PDI and TP.

The morphology of the 10TP/PDI heterojunction was
characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As
shown in Fig. 1e, PDI presents a slender sheet-like structure
with a width of ca. 100 nm, and its surface is tightly attached
by TP. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image shows clear
lattice fringes with a characteristic d-spacing of 0.359 nm,
which matches well with the typical co-facial π–π stacking dis-
tance of PDI. Fig. 1f and Fig. S4† show the atomic force
microscopy (AFM) images and the corresponding height pro-
files of pristine PDI and 10TP/PDI heterojunctions. The
average thicknesseses of PDI and 10TP/PDI heterojunctions
are determined to be 4.9 nm and 6.2 nm, respectively. The
increase in the thickness further reveals the face-to-face combi-
nation of TP and PDI with the π–π superimposition effect.
More specifically, it can be deduced that TP nanosheets are
more easily superimposed on PDI due to the similar conju-
gated structures.

Steady-state surface photovoltage spectroscopy (SS-SPS) is
an advanced photophysical technique, which could reveal the
photogenerated charge separation and recombination by
means of the surface potential difference of a semiconductor
before and after illumination.40 In general, the SPS response
has a positive correlation with charge separation. It can be
seen from Fig. 2a that all the TP-modified PDI samples show
stronger SPS responses than pristine PDI, indicating that the
introduction of TP could greatly enhance the charge separ-
ation. It is noticed that the SPS response strengthened with
the increase of TP loadings, while a decreased signal is
observed on the 15TP/PDI nanocomposite with excessive

loading amounts. This might be related to the aggregation of
TP, which would hinder the charge transfer and separation to
some extent. Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy was further
performed to investigate the charge separation of PDI and a
series of xTP/PDI nanocomposites (Fig. S5†). Pristine PDI
shows the strongest PL signal, indicating severe charge recom-
bination, while the PL signal of PDI quenched after TP coup-
ling, indicating that the charge recombination has been effec-
tively inhibited on xTP/PDI ones, in which 10TP/PDI presents
the best charge separation properties. The linear sweep vol-
tammetry curves of PDI and xTP/PDI heterojunctions were
obtained under visible light irradiation (Fig. 2b). It can be
seen that the photocurrent densities of xTP/PDI heterojunc-
tions are larger than that of PDI, especially the 10TP/PDI one,
revealing that TP coupling greatly enhances the charge separ-
ation, which is consistent with the results obtained from
photophysical measurements. The decreased radius of the
semicircle over xTP/PDI heterojunctions recorded by electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) further supports the
results of photoelectrochemical measurements (Fig. S6†).

The photocatalytic performance of CO2 reduction for PDI
and xTP/PDI heterojunctions was evaluated under visible-light
irradiation. Carbon monoxide and methane were detected as
the main reduction products. As shown in Fig. 2c, the photoac-
tivity shows a sequential increase with the order of PDI, 5TP/
PDI, 15TP/PDI and 10TP/PDI, consistent with the trend of
charge transfer and separation properties. In particular, the
optimal 10TP/PDI shows 4 times higher photocatalytic activity
than pristine PDI. Furthermore, 10TP/PDI was taken as a repre-
sentative to evaluate the stability during the photocatalytic
reactions, and it is found that there is no obvious decay in
activity with five consecutive runs of photocatalytic CO2

reduction, indicative of good stability (Fig. 2d).

Effects of TiO2 energy platform on TP/PDI heterojunctions

The energy platform TiO2 was further introduced and the
effects on the as-fabricated xTP/PDI heterojunctions were
investigated. The obtained TiO2 is indexed to anatase as evi-
denced by XRD,41 while no detectable diffraction peaks
assigned to TiO2 could be recorded on yT-10TP/PDI hetero-
junctions, which might be related to its tiny loading amounts
and the high dispersibility (Fig. S7†). Likewise, there is no
visible change in the optical absorption of TP/PDI heterojunc-
tions after introducing TiO2 (Fig. S8†). The morphology and
thickness of the representative 5T-TP/PDI were further charac-
terized by TEM and AFM. It can be seen from Fig. 3a that the
TiO2 nanoparticles with a diameter of ca. 10 nm are uniformly
adhered on the surface of TP (the morphology of pristine TiO2

is shown in Fig. S9†), and the characteristic d-spacing of about
0.35 nm (inset of Fig. 3a) matches well with the (101) planes of
TiO2.

42 Such a microstructure is highly favorable for the inter-
facial charge transfer from TP to TiO2. The AFM image and the
corresponding height profile show that the average thickness
of 5T-10TP/PDI is approximately 6.3 nm (Fig. S10†), which is
similar to the 10TP/PDI one.

Fig. 2 (a) SPS responses, (b) photoelectrochemical I–V curves, (c)
photocatalytic activities for CO2 reduction of PDI and xTP/PDI hetero-
junctions under visible-light irradiation and (d) photocatalytic cycling
test of the 10TP/PDI heterojunction.
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The surface hydroxyl groups are clearly detected on TiO2

using the FT-IR spectrum (Fig. S11†), which provides great
opportunities for the subsequent intimate bonding with TP/
PDI heterojunctions. XPS spectra were employed to explore the
chemical environment change after coupling with TiO2.
Fig. 3b shows the O 1s spectra of 10TP/PDI and TiO2 coupled
one. The peak located at 529.8 eV associated with lattice
oxygen is detected on the 5T-10TP/PDI heterojunction,43

indicative of the successful introduction of TiO2. Interestingly,
it is noticed that the relative intensity of the fitted hydroxyl
oxygen is decreased, which ought to be strengthened due to
the additional hydroxyl groups inherited from TiO2, indicating
the effective chemical connection with 10TP/PDI through the
hydroxyl groups. Turning to the Ti 2p XPS spectra of the
5T-10TP/PDI heterojunction (Fig. 3c), the binding energies of
Ti 2p 3/2 and Ti 2p 1/2 show a negative shift compared with
that of bare TiO2. Based on the above analysis, it can be specu-
lated that an intimate interface is formed through dehydration
condensation between the hydroxyl groups of TiO2 and the car-
boxyl group of TP. Raman spectra further revealed that the
introduced TiO2 did not affect the π–π interaction between TP
and PDI due to the invisible Raman shift on T-10TP/PDI het-
erojunctions (Fig. 3d and Fig. S12†).

As shown in Fig. 4a, the SPS responses of T-10TP/PDI het-
erojunctions with different TiO2 loadings are stronger than
that of the 10TP/PDI one, indicating that the introduction of
TiO2 could further enhance the charge separation. 5T-10TP/
PDI shows the strongest SPS response, indicating the best
charge separation. Fig. S13a† shows the PL spectra of 10TP/
PDI and a series of T-10TP/PDI. It can be seen that the PL
intensities of T-10TP/PDI are weaker than that of 10TP/PDI,
revealing a mitigation of charge recombination by coupling

with TiO2. The linear sweep voltammetry curve of the investi-
gated samples is shown in Fig. S13b.† One can see that the
photocurrent densities recorded on TiO2 coupled ones are
much larger than those of 10TP/PDI under visible-light
irradiation, especially the 5T-10TP/PDI one. It can be con-
cluded that the introduction of an appropriate amount of TiO2

could further enhance the charge transfer and separation of
the TP/PDI heterojunction. In addition, EIS shows the decreas-
ing impedance radius of T-10TP/PDI heterojunctions (Fig. 4b),
evidencing that the interfacial charge transfer resistance of the
as-fabricated heterojunction is greatly reduced owing to the
presence of TiO2. Apparently, the results of photoelectrochem-
ical measurements are consistent with photophysical ones.

The performance of photocatalytic CO2 reduction for 10TP/
PDI and those coupled with TiO2 was evaluated under visible
light. As shown in Fig. 4c, the T-10TP/PDI heterojunctions
exhibit enhanced activities toward the production of CO and
CH4, and the optimal 5T-10TP/PDI shows a ca. 10-times
increase in CO production over pristine PDI. Additionally,
5T-10TP/PDI retains the excellent photostability during the
process of CO2 reduction (Fig. S14†). Moreover, the possible
oxidation products obtained during CO2 photoreduction have
also been analyzed (Fig. S15†). As expected, a certain amount
of O2 is detected in the investigated samples.

Besides, the photocatalytic CO2 reduction of 5T-10TP/PDI
was also conducted under identical conditions except substi-
tuting CO2 with N2, and there was no detectable product
obtained, demonstrating that the reduction products indeed
originate from the conversion of CO2. It is well recognized that
PDI is not favorable for producing hydroxyl radicals,44 even if
the inherent VB is quite deep. Interestingly, H2O2 has been
found as the intermediate oxidation product by iodimetry with
UV-vis characteristic absorption at 350 nm, and the H2O2 pro-

Fig. 3 (a) TEM image of 5T-10TP/PDI with an HRTEM image as the
inset, (b) XPS spectra of O 1s for 10TP/PDI and 5T-10TP/PDI, (c) XPS
spectra of Ti 2p for TiO2 and 5T-10TP/PDI, and (d) Raman spectra of
10TP/PDI and yT-10TP/PDI heterojunctions (y represents the mass per-
centage of T to PDI).

Fig. 4 (a) SPS responses, (b) EIS spectra, (c) photoactivities for CO2

conversion under visible-light irradiation of 10TP/PDI and yT-10TP/PDI
heterojunctions, and (d) UV-vis absorption spectra related to the H2O2

generation of PDI, 10TP/PDI and 5T-10TP/PDI.
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duction is gradually increased with the sequence of PDI, 10TP/
PDI and 5T-10TP/PDI heterojunctions (Fig. 4d), which is con-
sistent with the results of O2 evolution. Thus, it is understand-
able for a transformation pathway from H2O2 to O2 under
irradiation.

Mechanism discussion

The time-resolved surface photovoltage (TR-SPV) response is
an effective and advanced technique to study the dynamic be-
havior of photogenerated charge carriers’ transfer and separ-
ation.45 The TR-SPV response includes a fast component
mainly resulting from the photogenerated charge separation
under a built-in electric field, and a slow one mainly attributed
to the charge diffusion process, while for nanosized materials,
the contribution of the built-in electric field to the SPV is quite
small, or even negligible. Accordingly, the TR-SPV signals of
PDI and 10TP/PDI mainly originated from the charge diffusion
process. As illustrated in Fig. 5a, bare PDI shows a negative
TR-SPV signal, presumably related to the nature of some

special species on the surface of PDI capturing holes, so that
the photogenerated electrons could preferentially diffuse to
the electrode surfaces.46 Significantly, a much stronger TR-SPV
response is detected on 10TP/PDI, manifesting that the intro-
duction of TP is beneficial for charge separation, and hence
the prolonged lifetime of charge carriers. Furthermore, elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements were
employed to record the produced active species with 5,5-di-
methylpyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO) as the spin-trapping agent
(Fig. 5b). One can see that a quartet of the DMPO-•O2

− pattern
is recorded on pristine PDI, and the signal is strengthened
after coupling with TP. This result unambiguously evidences
the Z-scheme charge transfer is dominant between PDI and
TP, and eliminates the type II transfer pathway. Since the latter
one is usually accompanied by a decrease in the thermo-
dynamic energy potential, sufficient driving force cannot be
achieved for the formation of more •O2

− radicals. The esti-
mated energy band alignments of PDI and TP from Mott–
Schottky (MS) curves further support the feasibility of the
Z-scheme charge transfer pathway (Fig. S16†). As expected, the
DMPO-•O2

− signal of 5T-10TP/PDI is even stronger than that of
the 10TP/PDI one, indicating that TiO2 could be used as an
energy platform to accept the electrons transferred from the
adjacent TP, and it further facilitates the Z-scheme charge
transfer between PDI and TP.

To clarify the crucial role of TiO2 in modulating the
Z-scheme transfer and separation and the rational combination
of TiO2 and TP, TiO2 coupled PDI (T/PDI) and a mechanical
mixture of TiO2, TP and PDI (5T&10TP&PDI) were prepared. It
can be found from Fig. 5c that the photocatalytic activity of 5T/
PDI is roughly the same as that of PDI, indicating that the
coupled TiO2 has little impact on the activity of PDI. On the
other hand, the photocatalytic activity of 5T&10TP&PDI is much
lower than that of the rationally designed 5T-10TP/PDI catalyst,
disclosing that the intimate interfacial connection between TP
and TiO2 is quite crucial for the directed charge transfer from
TP to the energy platform TiO2. This result is further confirmed
by the SPS spectra, that is, 5T-10TP/PDI exhibits a much stron-
ger SPS response than its 5T&10TP&PDI counterpart, corres-
ponding to better charge separation properties (Fig. S17†).

To further verify the role of TiO2 in the directional
Z-scheme charge transfer, TiO2, TP and PDI with diverse
sequences were coated on FTO glass and their photoelectro-
chemical properties were investigated. In a controlled experi-
ment, TiO2 was placed on top of PDI (5T/PDI/10TP) instead of
TP (5T/10TP/PDI) and their photocurrent densities were
measured (Fig. 5d). It can be seen that the photocurrent
density of 5T/10TP/PDI is much higher than that of 5T/PDI/
10TP under visible-light irradiation, implying that the
Z-scheme charge separation could be enhanced only if TiO2

closely attached on TP. The above-mentioned results clearly
evidence that TiO2 plays a crucial role in manipulating the
Z-scheme charge transfer on the well-designed 5T-10TP/PDI
heterojunction.

In view of the fact that –COOH groups in TP play a crucial
role in the intimate connection between TP and TiO2, and

Fig. 5 (a) TR-SPV responses of PDI and 10TP/PDI under a N2 atmo-
sphere, (b) DMPO spin-trapping EPR spectra recorded for •O2

− under
visible-light irradiation of PDI, 10TP/PDI and 5T-10TP/PDI (detection
conditions: the concentration of DMPO was 50 mmol L−1, •O2

− was
determined in methanolic solution), (c) photoactivities of 5T-10TP/PDI,
5T&10TP&PDI and 5T/PDI under visible-light irradiation, and (d) photo-
electrochemical I–V curves of 5T/10TP/PDI and 5T/PDI/10TP with the
schematic of the prepared electrodes as the inset. In situ DRIFTS spectra
of the adsorbed (e) CO2 and (f ) H2O in the dark for 30 min and then
under visible-light irradiation for 30 min of PDI, 10TP/PDI and 5T-10TP/
PDI.
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further cascade Z-scheme charge separation, PDI coupled tet-
raphenylporphyrin (TPP) without carboxyl group grafting was
fabricated and denoted as TPP/PDI. As shown in Fig. S18,†
albeit the photoactivity of pristine PDI could be improved after
TPP coupling, the photocatalytic activity of 10TPP/PDI is far
from that of the 10TP/PDI heterojunction, let alone the
5T-10TP/PDI one. Even if TiO2 is further modified on 10TPP/
PDI, the difference of photoactivities between 5T-10TPP/PDI
and 10TPP/PDI is quite small, implying that –COOH groups
have a considerable effect on the photocatalytic activities. As
disclosed by FT-IR spectra (Fig. S19†), the CvC characteristic
stretching vibration peak of PDI shifts to 1587 cm−1 with TPP
introduction, indicative of a strong π–π interaction between
TPP and PDI. Raman spectra further support the above results
(Fig. S20†), while the binding energy of Ti 2p for 5T-10TPP/PDI
is roughly the same as that of bare TiO2, indicating that the
connection between TPP and TiO2 is rather weak (Fig. S21†).
All these results confirm the importance of carboxyl groups in
TP.

To disclose the change of the adsorbed reaction molecules
on the surfaces of photocatalysts during the photocatalytic
CO2 reduction process, in situ diffuse reflectance infrared
Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) was performed in the
condition of CO2 (g) carrying H2O (Fig. 5e and h). The absorp-
tion peaks in the region from 2200 to 2400 cm−1 are assigned
to the asymmetric stretching vibration of the CO2 molecule,47

and the adsorption peaks for the surface –OH stretching of
H2O are observed in the range of 3500–3800 cm−1.48 It can be
seen that the –OH stretching peaks of PDI and 10TP/PDI are
similar, while they are much stronger on the 5T-10TP/PDI
photocatalyst, indicating that the coupled small TiO2 particles
are favorable for water adsorption. Turning to the condition of
CO2 adsorption, it can be seen that a barely visible difference
could be observed on PDI, 10TP/PDI and TiO2 coupled one. It
is noteworthy that under visible-light irradiation, one can see
that the H2O adsorption bands of PDI and 10TP/PDI are wea-
kened in sequence, and it is much obvious on 5T-10TP/PDI.
The CO2 conversion process is consistent with that of H2O.
This implies that the accelerated process of CO2 conversion is
mainly ascribed to the strengthened Z-scheme charge transfer
along with the favorable adsorption and activation of H2O
molecules on account of the small sized TiO2 introduction.

Accordingly, a schematic diagram of photocatalytic CO2

reduction along with the involved charge transfer and separ-
ation by the well-designed 5T-10TP/PDI is presented in
Scheme 2. Electron–hole pairs are generated in both PDI and
TP under visible-light excitation. The photo-induced electrons
on the CB of PDI would transfer to the HOMO of TP following
the Z-scheme pathway, and the spatially separated electrons of
TP could be further transferred to the surface of the energy
platform TiO2 where CO2 reduction to CO and CH4 occurs,
while photoholes are left on the VB of PDI to oxidize H2O to
the intermediate H2O2, and further the O2.

Moreover, the wide band gap oxide SnO2 was employed to
substitute TiO2 and the influence on the 10TP/PDI heterojunc-
tion was investigated. The XRD pattern in Fig. S22† shows the

successful synthesis of SnO2. It can be found that both the
photoactivity and charge separation of 10TP/PDI could be
further improved after introducing SnO2 (Fig. S23†). This
further proves that the built energy platform strategy for modu-
lating the Z-scheme charge transfer is applicable for other
wide bandgap semiconductors with appropriate CB levels.

Conclusions

To summarize, a full-spectrum responsive Z-scheme nano-het-
erojunction of T-TP/PDI has been fabricated for efficient CO2

reduction. The optimal one delivers an ∼10-time enhancement
in photocatalytic activity compared with pristine PDI. The
improved activity mainly lies in the promoted Z-scheme charge
transfer with robust interfacial interactions between PDI and
TP, along with the directed charge transfer by the introduced
energy platform TiO2. The coupled TiO2 could effectively
extract the photoelectrons accumulated on the CB of TP so as
to strengthen the Z-scheme charge transfer and hence to
inhibit the undesirable type-II charge transfer between TP and
PDI. This work provides a feasible route to construct efficient
PDI-based Z-scheme nano-heterojunction photocatalysts for
solar-driven CO2 reduction.
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